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Recent evidence suggests that the monkey’s short-term memory in audition depends on a passively
retained sensory trace as opposed to a trace reactivated from long-term memory for use in working
memory. Reliance on a passive sensory trace could render memory particularly susceptible to confusion
between sounds that are similar in some acoustic dimension. If so, then in delayed matching-to-sample,
the monkey’s performance should be predicted by the similarity in the salient acoustic dimension be-
tween the sample and subsequent test stimulus, even at very short delays. To test this prediction and
isolate the acoustic features relevant to short-term memory, we examined the pattern of errors made by
two rhesus monkeys performing a serial, auditory delayed match-to-sample task with interstimulus
intervals of 1 s. The analysis revealed that false-alarm errors did indeed result from similarity-based
confusion between the sample and the subsequent nonmatch stimuli. Manipulation of the stimuli
showed that removal of spectral cues was more disruptive to matching behavior than removal of tem-
poral cues. In addition, the effect of acoustic similarity on false-alarm response was stronger at the ﬁrst
nonmatch stimulus than at the second one. This pattern of errors would be expected if the ﬁrst non-
match stimulus overwrote the sample’s trace, and suggests that the passively retained trace is not only
vulnerable to similarity-based confusion but is also highly susceptible to overwriting.
 2013 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Studies of auditory memory in nonhuman primates consistently
report extremely slow learning of the rule for delayed match-to-
sample (D’Amato and Colombo, 1985; Fritz et al., 2005; Wright,
1999) and short sample-stimulus forgetting thresholds (w30 s),
whether the task utilizes only two sounds (Colombo et al., 1996) or
trial-unique sounds (Fritz et al., 2005). These ﬁndings suggest that
although monkeys are easily able to form long-term memories in
vision and touch (Mishkin, 1978; Murray and Mishkin, 1983), they
may be unable to do so in audition, and are therefore limited
acoustically to short-term memory (Fritz et al., 2005). More
recently, we obtained evidence that even this type of auditory
memory in the monkey is sharply limited (Scott et al., 2012), as it is
likely to be dependent on a passive form of short-term memory
(pSTM). This passive form can be distinguished from the active
form (viz., working memory, WM) in that it relies exclusively onshort-term memory; pSTM,
ry; DMS, delayed-match-to-
: þ1 301 402 0046.
tt@outlook.com (B.H. Scott),
(P. Yin).
-NC-ND license.passively retained sensory traces rather than on activation of pre-
viously stored neural representations either of particular sounds
or of sound categories, e.g. tones, vocalizations, environmental
sounds, etc.
The proposition that monkeys may lack auditory long-term
memory (LTM), and by extension WM, may appear to be incon-
sistent with the monkey’s ability to react appropriately to species-
speciﬁc communication calls, or to learn auditory discrimination
tasks by instrumental conditioning. However, the ﬁrst of these
behavioral abilities is likely to rely instead on cross-modal associ-
ation (in which a call activates the stored representation of a visual
associate), and the second, on the formation and strengthening of
stimuluseresponse habits, with neither of them depending on
auditory LTM per se (Scott et al., 2012). Our deﬁnition of auditory
LTM requires that a current sound be recognized, i.e. that it reac-
tivate the stored representation of the same sound heard previ-
ously, as demonstrated by delayed matching-to-sample.
In an earlier study, we tested auditory STM in two rhesus
monkeys using a serial delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task (Scott
et al., 2012). Two lines of evidence supported the proposal that the
monkeys’ performance relied on a pSTM trace rather than on
a more robust representation retrieved from long-term memory.
First, performance was particularly poor for a match stimulus that
followed the nonmatch ‘distracters’, indicating that the memory
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stimuli (i.e., highly susceptible to retroactive interference). Second,
this low level of performance prevailed despite a task design in
which the nonmatch stimuli were drawn from sound categories
different from that of the sample, so that simply matching to cat-
egory would have enabled perfect performance.
In fact, the monkeys’ DMS performance did show an effect of
sound category, but in a counter-intuitive direction: Performance
was better for tones and narrow band-passed noise stimuli than for
natural sounds, including vocalizations. Thus, under our task con-
ditions, ethological signiﬁcance of the stimuli did not seem to be
a relevant factor in the monkeys’ performance, leading us to
speculate that their delayed matching was based solely on the
sensory qualities of the stimuli. If so, then degree of acoustic sim-
ilarity between sample and test items should predict DMS perfor-
mance, and focusing the analysis on this variable should lead to
identiﬁcation of the relevant acoustic feature(s) for which sample-
test similarity predicts the behavioral outcome.
The present study addressed this hypothesis by examining the
patterns of errors made by our subjects over many tens of thou-
sands of trials of auditory DMS. The analysis revealed that their
errors resulted primarily from confusion between pairs of sounds
with similar spectral content independent of the degree of their
temporal-envelope similarity. These ﬁndings suggest that the
monkey’s short-term memory is based solely on passive retention
of an acoustic trace dominated by spectral content, and this
impoverished trace could conceivably reﬂect a limitation of audi-
tory memory among nonhuman primates generally.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects and apparatus
Subjects were two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatta). Onemonkey (F) was naïve prior to this study, whereas the
other monkey (S) had been trained in an earlier study on an
auditory discrimination task (Yin et al., 2008); the possible inﬂu-
ence of that training on monkey S’s performance in the present
study is discussed below (discussion, Section 4.2). Testing took
place within a double-walled, sound-attenuating booth (IAC, Bronx
NY), with the monkey seated in a primate chair ﬁtted with a metal
contact bar. A sipper tube was positioned for delivery of liquid
reward (typically water) under computer control (Crist In-
struments, Hagerstown, MD). Because the behavioral task was
coupled intermittently with electrophysiological recording ses-
sions, the monkey’s head position was ﬁxed during testing by a ti-
tanium head-holder secured to the primate chair.
The data in this report, however, were collected during daily
sessions when only behavioral testing was conducted.
The behavioral task was controlled by NIMH Cortex software
(Laboratory of Neuropsychology, NIMH; http://dally.nimh.nih.
gov/), which triggered sound playback via a custom-built inter-
face with a second computer running SIGNAL software (Engi-
neering Design, http://www.engdes.com/). The output of the
SIGNAL buffers was ﬂattened across frequency (Rane RPM 26v
parametric equalizer, Mukilteo WA), attenuated (Agilent HP 355C
and 355D), ampliﬁed (NAD, Pickering, Ontario), and delivered via
a loudspeaker (Ohm Acoustics, NY) located 1 m directly in front of
the animal’s head. Sound level was calibrated with a Brüel and
Kjær 2237 sound-level meter using A-weighting. Task-relevant
events were collected on a CED 1401 acquisition system con-
trolled by Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, UK).
Data were exported to MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) for
analysis, and statistics were computed by the MATLAB Statistics
Toolbox.2.2. Delayed match-to-sample task
Preliminary training on the DMS rule was described in the
earlier study (Scott et al., 2012). Once the rule was acquired, the
task proceeded as follows. The animal initiated a trial by holding
a contact bar for 300 ms (Fig. 1A). This triggered presentation of
a sample stimulus (w300ms in duration and drawn randomly from
a set of 21 stimuli; see below), followed by 1e3 test sounds with
a variable interstimulus interval (ISI) of 800e1200 ms. When the
test sound was the same as the sample (a match), the animal was
required to release the bar within a 1200-ms response window
beginning 100 ms after the onset of the match sound. A correct
response (a “hit”) earned a few drops (0.3e0.5 mL) of liquid reward
after bar release. A response within the ﬁrst 100 ms following
match onset was considered an “early-release” error. Failure to
release the bar by the end of the response window was counted as
a “miss” error. If the test sound was a nonmatch, the animal was
required to hold the bar (a “correct rejection”) until the match
stimulus was presented. Release to the nonmatch stimulus was
counted as a “false alarm” (FA) error. Any type of error aborted the
trial and was penalized by a 3-s timeout in addition to the standard
3-s intertrial interval; the penalty was intended to discourage an-
imals from aborting trials with multiple nonmatches. Each trial
ended after release of the bar, but if the bar was released during
stimulus presentation, the full stimulus played out before the trial
was reset. Trials with zero, one, or two nonmatch sounds were
randomly generated with equal probability. In an attempt to reduce
the memory demands of the DMS task, the nonmatch stimuli were
always drawn from categories different from that of the sample,
which were otherwise selected randomly on each trial. Trials were
organized in blocks such that each stimulus in the set served as the
sample in a pseudorandom order before the same stimulus
appeared as the sample again.
2.3. Stimuli
The set of 21 sounds is illustrated in Fig. 1B. All sounds were
recorded at 16-bit resolution at a sampling rate of 32 kHz, except for
the Mvocs, for which the sampling rate was 24 kHz. The rhesus
vocalizations were collected from a colony on Cayo Santiago, Puerto
Rico (provided courtesy of Marc Hauser), so the individual callers
were unfamiliar to our two subjects. All stimuli were equalized in
root-mean-square amplitude to have approximately equal loudness
and were presented at 60e70 dB SPL.
In a control experiment, designed to determine which stimulus
dimension (spectral or temporal) was the more important for
performance, we used a version of the stimulus set in which the
sounds were manipulated to contain information in only one or the
other dimension. These data were collected in a separate block of
sessions after collection of the DMS data described above. The
‘temporal-only’ stimuli were constructed by applying the envelope
of the original sounds (as extracted by the Hilbert transform) to
Gaussian noise. The ‘spectral-only’ stimuli were generated by
measuring the frequency spectrum of the original sounds (power
spectral density by the Welch method, 50% overlap, 64 sample
segment length, Hamming window) and constructing a noise
stimulus with the same spectrum. At each frequency60 Hz, a sine
function of random phase was generated with an amplitude pro-
portional to the power spectral density at that frequency; the
summed signal had a ﬂat envelope (300-ms duration, with a 10-ms
linear on/off ramp) and was normalized in root-mean-square
amplitude to the original sound. The spectra of the resulting
stimulus and the original stimulus were overlaid to conﬁrm that
they were spectrally identical. Some sounds in the original set had
identical temporal envelopes or spectra, so the redundant stimuli
Fig. 1. (A) Schematic diagram of the timing of a delayed match-to-sample (DMS) trial (see Section 2). (B) Set of 21 sounds used during DMS testing. The sounds are illustrated as
both amplitudeetime waveforms (upper panel of each panel pair) and as frequency-time spectrograms (lower panel of each pair). The set includes three exemplars (rows) for each
of seven categories (columns): (1) temporally orthogonal ripple complexes (TORCs); (2) 1/3-octave band-pass noise (BPN) at center frequencies of 512, 2048, and 8192 Hz; (3) pure
tones (PT) at the same frequencies; (4) frequency-modulated sweeps (FM), upward, downward, and bi-directional, between 0.25 and 16 kHz; (5) rhesus monkey vocalizations
(Mvoc), archscream, bark, and coo; (6) other species’ vocalizations (voc), dog bark, bird song, and vowel voiced by human female/a/; (7) environmental sounds (env), cage door
closing, click of water solenoid opening, and metallic noise. All synthetic sounds were 300 ms in duration, whereas the natural sounds varied in duration, with the Mvocs tending to
be shorter than the other categories (stimulus 13, 282 ms; 14, 246 ms; 15, 195 ms; 16, 257 ms; 17, 288 ms; 18, 300 ms; 19, 280 ms; 20 and 21, 300 ms each. The frequency axis on all
spectrograms spans 0e16 kHz (linear scale), except those of the three Mvocs, for which the axis spans 0e12 kHz.
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and 18 spectral-only).
2.4. Behavioral analysis
As described in detail elsewhere (Scott et al., 2012; Yin et al.,
2010), performance on the DMS task was measured both by per-
cent correct and by the Discrimination Index (DI) derived from
signal detection theory, which incorporates both the accuracy and
reaction time (RT) of the behavioral response. The bar-release la-
tency within the response window was measured relative to the
onset of the test sound that elicited the release, which was scored
as a hit if that sound was the match, or an FA if that sound was
a nonmatch. (Release to the sample was considered an aborted trial
and discarded.) The cumulative probabilities of hits and FAs were
then calculated at 50-ms intervals across the responsewindow. Thecumulative hit and FA probabilities, plotted against one another,
deﬁne a curve in ROC space, and DI is measured as the area under
the curve (ROC value). Perfect performance would yield a DI value
of 1, whereas a random response would yield a value around 0.5. To
derive a threshold for above-chance performance, the matrix of hit
and false-alarm labels was randomly shufﬂed with respect to the
corresponding RTs, and the DI was computed from the shufﬂed
data. This computation was repeated 100 times, and the threshold
was deﬁned as 2 standard deviations (SDs) above the mean of the
shufﬂed DIs.
Fig. 2A presents a schematic diagram of the three trial types (i.e.,
trials with either zero, one, or two nonmatch stimuli), which were
randomly interleaved in the task, and also shows the positions in
the sequence at which sample (S), match (M), and nonmatch (NM)
stimuli could appear. The sound at position 1 was always the
sample; the sound at position 2 could be a match or nonmatch; if it
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represent data from monkey F, triangles, from monkey S. Colors indicate the
experimenter-deﬁned “categories” where hot colors indicate simple synthetic stimuli,
and cool colors indicate complex natural stimuli. The negative correlation of perfor-
mance with complexity is signiﬁcant (p  0.05) by linear regression in all cases.
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic diagram of stimulus sequence positions (numbered across the
top), and the stimulus conditions that may appear within the three trial types (AA,
ABA, and ABCA, corresponding to zero, one, or two nonmatch stimuli). The stimulus at
position 1 is always the sample (S); stimuli at positions 2 and 3 may be a match (M) or
a nonmatch (NM1, NM2); position 4 is always a match. (B) Percent correct (mean  SD)
for all trials (Overall, at left) and for the three trial types (AA, ABA, and ABCA, at right).
Black symbols represent monkey F (N ¼ 360 sessions, >250,000 trials); gray symbols
represent monkey S (N ¼ 116 sessions, >82,000 trials). For comparison, performance
on an analogous visual DMS task is overlaid (open triangles and dashed line; from
Miller et al., 1993). (C) Performance measured by DI, FA rate, and miss rate, computed
separately at each position within the trial sequence. All three metrics take a value
between 0 and 1 and share the same ordinate. FA rate and DI are not computed for the
stimulus at position 4, as it is always a match, and so no FA can occur. FA rate increases
sharply between stimulus positions 2 and 3 for both monkey F (black) and monkey S
(gray).
B.H. Scott et al. / Hearing Research 298 (2013) 36e48 39was a nonmatch (and the animal successfully withheld response),
another sound was presented at position 3, and this could also be
a match or nonmatch; ﬁnally, if the sound at position 3 was
a nonmatch (and the animal again withheld response), the sound
presented at position 4 would always be a match. The DI measure
includes hits and FAs from stimulus positions 2 and 3, and these are
combined unless stated otherwise; position 4 was excluded from
the DI measure, because the stimulus at this position was always
a match, and therefore no FA was possible.
Performance was also assessed by the FA rate, calculated as FA/
(FA þ CR), the ratio of the number of false alarms to the sum of
false alarms and correct rejections; like DI, FA rate was computed
separately at each stimulus position through the trial. The miss
rate was calculated as Misses/(Hits þ Misses). Variability inperformance was calculated as the SD across sessions (Fig. 2B, C).
Because misses occurred infrequently, miss rates for individual
stimuli were computed within randomly selected blocks of 10
sessions, and the mean and SD were calculated across blocks
(Fig. 4A).
2.5. Multidimensional scaling
The perceptual distance between stimuli was measured by
constructing a matrix of 1  [FA rate] for each sample/nonmatch
stimulus pair presented at position 2 (essentially the complement
of those presented in Fig. 4B, below). Missing values from within-
category comparisons that were not presented during the stan-
dard testing block were ﬁlled in by taking the average FA rate for
a given stimulus across all sample and nonmatch presentations (i.e.,
averaging across the row and column that contained the missing
value). The matrices were averaged across monkeys, and then
averaged across the diagonal, to produce a single symmetrical
distance matrix to which classic multidimensional scaling was
applied (‘cmdscale’, MATLAB Statistics Toolbox).
2.6. Acoustic analysis
2.6.1. Rate and scale
The spectrotemporal characteristics of each stimulus were
quantiﬁed using a two-stage computational model based on the
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B.H. Scott et al. / Hearing Research 298 (2013) 36e48 41neural tuning properties of the auditory periphery and cortex (Chi
et al., 2005); MATLAB code obtained from http://www.isr.umd.
edu/Labs/NSL/). This model has been applied previously to index
the acoustic complexity of human and rhesus vocalizations (Joly
et al., 2012), and our procedure largely follows theirs. Each sound
was down-sampled to 16 kHz and converted to a spectrogram
representation like those in Fig. 1 (parameters: 8 ms frame length,
8 ms time constant, linear function). The spectrogram corresponds
to the frequency analysis performed by the peripheral auditory
system, and serves as the input to the “cortical” stage: a bank of
ﬁlters selective for the scale of spectral structure (the bandwidth of
spectral modulation, from narrow to broad, in cycles/octave), as
well as the rate of temporal modulation (the motion of spectral
peaks, from slow to fast, in Hz). Rates spanned 6e40.4 Hz in
quarter-octave steps (in both upward and downward directions),
and scales spanned 0.25 to 13.45 cycles/octave in quarter-octave
steps. The output of these ﬁlters is a representation in four di-
mensions: rate, scale, frequency, and time. Averaging across fre-
quency, time, and scale yields a vector of ﬁlter outputs at each value
of rate, i.e. a curve describing the power of temporal modulation in
the stimulus at each rate. Upward and downward rates were folded
together, and the centroid of this distribution was taken as a scalar
measure of the temporal complexity of the sound, which we will
refer to simply as “rate”. Likewise, averaging across frequency, time,
and rate yields a distribution of scale; the centroid of this distri-
bution was taken as a scalar measure of spectral complexity, and
will be referred to as “scale”.
2.6.2. Spectral and temporal similarity
To determine if FA errors were related to the acoustic similarity
between the nonmatch stimulus and the sample, the similarity of
each sound pair was estimated in the spectral and temporal do-
mains. All sounds were resampled to a common sampling rate of
32 kHz, and a spectrogram was generated using a 256-sample
window with 50% overlap, at 129 linearly-spaced frequencies
spanning 0e16 kHz (‘spectrogram’ function, MATLAB Signal
Processing Toolbox; the same parameters were used to generate
Fig. 1B). This function outputs a matrix ‘p’, the power spectral
density across 129 frequencies, at each time point (the number of
time points varied from 74 for 300-ms stimuli to 47 for the shortest
sound). Summing across the rows of p yields an estimate of the
frequency spectrum; summing down the columns of p generates
a vector describing the total power over time, i.e. the envelope.
Spectral similarity was measured as the Pearson correlation be-
tween the spectra of each sound pair. Temporal similarity between
envelopes was calculated the same way, but, in cases where the
sounds differed in length, the correlation was calculated by sliding
the shorter envelope across the longer and measuring the corre-
lation at each point; the maximum Pearson correlation was taken
as the temporal similarity. Regression of spectral against temporal
similarity for all nonidentical sound pairs conﬁrmed that they were
not collinear (p ¼ 0.79), validating their use as independent pre-
dictor variables in the multiple linear regression described below.
Three additional measures of each sound’s spectrum were
extracted using Praat software (Boersma and Weenink, 2012): (1)Fig. 4. Miss and FA rates as a function of stimulus type. (A) Miss error rate (mean þ SD) at p
panels); dotted line represents the mean across all stimuli, and vertical gray lines separate s
right are from monkeys F and S, respectively (see also Fig. 1 for identity and category of the n
sample (columns) and immediately following nonmatch (rows) at stimulus sequence positi
mean FA rate across all stimuli at this position. Sound categories are labeled on the margin
were never from the same category, indicated by the gray blanks along the diagonal. Insets a
FA rate by sample, averaged across all nonmatch stimuli). The mean number of trials per stim
conventions as those for panel B, but for FA errors at stimulus position 3 (i.e., after the anima
trials per stimulus pair: 181 for monkey F, 62 for monkey S.the centroid (on a log scale); (2) bandwidth (BW; standard de-
viation of the spectrum divided by the centroid); and (3)
harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR; mean periodicity by cross-
correlation technique). The differences in these values for each
stimulus pair were converted to degree of similarity (by sub-
traction from 1) and normalized to a range of 0 (identical) to 1
(most different of all pairs). Regression of each measure against
the other two showed only a very weak relationship (R2 values of
0.01, 0.07, and 0.02 for 1 vs. 2, 2 vs. 3, and 3 vs. 1, respectively). The
latter two comparisons are signiﬁcant at p < 0.05 (corrected for
multiple comparisons), but on the basis of the weak R2 values, all
three measures were treated as independent variables in multiple
linear regression.3. Results
3.1. Serial DMS performance
Datawere collected across 360 sessions formonkey F (>250,000
trials), and 116 sessions for monkey S (>82,000 trials). Both mon-
keys performed the serial DMS task at 67% correct overall and their
performance varied across trial types (Fig. 2B, C). Relative to an
earlier experiment that tested serial visual DMS with similar pa-
rameters (Miller et al., 1993), performance on AA trials of auditory
DMSwas only slightly lower than performance on AA trials of visual
DMS, but auditory DMS scores dropped off muchmore steeply than
they did in vision as the number of nonmatch stimuli in the trial
increased (cf. data fromMiller et al. (1993) overlaid on Fig. 2B). The
effect was predominantly driven by an increase in FA rate between
the second and third stimulus position, from w0.15 to 0.5 in both
subjects.
We reported earlier that accuracy on serial DMS was generally
highest for trials in which a synthetic sound served as the sample
(Scott et al., 2012). However, we hypothesized that the relevant
stimulus attribute affecting memory performance was not strictly
‘synthetic vs. natural’, but rather that the synthetic sounds tended
to be simpler than the natural sounds, both spectrally and tempo-
rally. We therefore analyzed the sounds in our stimulus set using
a spectrotemporal methodmodeled on the tuning characteristics of
auditory cortical neurons (Chi et al., 2005), in order to quantify the
scales of spectral modulation and the rates of temporal modulation
that were present in the sounds (see Methods, Section 2.6.1).
Among the sounds in our set, these rate and scale measures were
strongly correlated (r ¼ 0.91, p < 104), such that sounds tended to
be either simple in both temporal and spectral domains (e.g., tones
and noise), or complex in both (e.g., vocalizations, environmental
sounds, and TORCs).
Plotting DI against the rate or scale of the sample stimulus
conﬁrms that performance was better for less complex sample
stimuli in either domain (Fig. 3). The inverse relationship between
performance and acoustic complexity was of at least borderline
statistical signiﬁcance in all cases (Monkey F, DI vs. rate: R2 ¼ 0.25,
p ¼ 0.02; DI vs. scale: R2 ¼ 0.38, p ¼ 0.003; Monkey S, DI vs. rate:
R2 ¼ 0.18, p ¼ 0.05; DI vs. scale: R2 ¼ 0.23, p ¼ 0.03, by linear
regression).osition 2 for individual stimuli (upper panels) and averaged by sound category (lower
ound categories in the upper panel. In this and subsequent panels, data on the left and
umbered sounds). (B) Confusion matrices showing the FA rate for each possible pair of
on 2. FA rate on the color axis is plotted as a Z-score normalized to SDs relative to the
s, and numerals refer to the stimulus numbers in Fig. 1. Sample and nonmatch stimuli
bove and to the right of the matrix are marginal distributions (e.g. the upper inset plots
ulus pair is 427 for monkey F (left panel), and 147 for monkey S (right panel). (C) Same
l has correctly withheld responding to the ﬁrst nonmatch stimulus, at position 2). Mean
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3.2.1. Miss errors
Although misses accounted for only a small proportion of total
errors, misses occurred more often for certain stimuli (Fig. 4A).
Thus, both animals made more miss errors for temporally complex
stimuli (vocalizations and environmental sounds) than for simple
stimuli (BPN, PT, and FM sweeps) The effect of sound category on
miss rate was signiﬁcant in both animals (one-way ANOVA, mon-
key F, F(6,245) ¼ 110, p < 104; monkey S, F(6,70) ¼ 15.1, p < 104).
As was the case for overall performance, the only clear difference in
miss rate between animals was to TORC stimuli, which were more
frequently missed by monkey F than by monkey C.
3.2.2. False alarm errors
The majority of errors made by the monkeys were FA errors, in
which the animal released the bar to a nonmatch sound. To ascer-
tain whether FA errors correlated with particular stimuli, we com-
puted the FA rates for each possible sample/nonmatch pair at the
two positions where a nonmatch could occur (2 and 3). These FA
rates are presented as a confusion matrix for each animal in Fig. 4B
and C. These matrices are strikingly similar for the two monkeys
(monkey F, left column;monkey S, right column). Also notable is the
symmetry along the diagonal, indicating that sample/nonmatch
confusion was consistent irrespective of stimulus order. For each
animal, there was a signiﬁcant correlation between the patterns of
FA rates at positions 2 and 3 (monkey F: r¼ 0.42, p< 104; monkey
S: r¼ 0.62, p < 104). The patterns of errors at position 2 correlated
signiﬁcantly across animals (r ¼ 0.53, p < 104), but the noisier
patterns at position 3 did not (r ¼ 0.04, p ¼ 0.78).
These error rates offer a window into the perceptual similarity
among these stimuli, and the particular patterns of errors reveal
some surprising effects. Both animals confused a band-passed noise
(BPN) with a pure tone (PT) of the same center frequency (Fig. 4B,
stimulus numbers for BPN: 4e6, PT: 7e9), and both confused
environmental sounds with modulated noise (env: 19e21, TORC:
1e3). Perhaps more surprisingly, both monkeys confused con-
speciﬁc vocalizations (Mvoc: 13e15) with sounds of several other
categories, including TORCs and vocalizations of other species. To
visualize perceptual similarity as inferred from the monkeys’ FA
errors, multidimensional scaling was applied to the confusion
matrices at position 2 (Fig. 5). The dispersion of points along the
ﬁrst two MDS dimensions illustrates a clear divide between the
spectrally and temporally simple stimuli (tones, noise, and FM) as
opposed to complex stimuli, whether natural or synthetic.
3.3. Effects of intervening nonmatch stimuli
Confusion matrices were constructed to examine miss and FA
rates at position 3 as a function of the similarity between the
sample stimulus and the ﬁrst (intervening) nonmatch stimulus at
position 2 (Fig. 6A). Similarity between these ﬁrst two stimuli may
increase retroactive interference with memory of the sample and
consequently increase the probability of an error in response to the
subsequent stimulus at position 3.
3.3.1. Miss errors
Confusion matrices for FA responses (Fig. 4B, C) were symmet-
rical in appearance, suggesting that a given pair of stimuli were
equally likely to be confused regardless of their order of presenta-
tion. Misses at position 3, by contrast, appeared to be more com-
mon when a temporally simple stimulus (e.g., PT or BPN) served as
the intervening nonmatch stimulus, regardless of the sample
(Fig. 6B). This effect did not hold if the order of stimuli was reversed
(e.g., the miss rate for Mvocs was high following a PT distracter, butnot vice versa). The marginal distributions in Fig. 6B clarify this
disparity: miss rate following a pure tone or bandpass noise dis-
tracter was above the mean (right side distributions), but miss rate
for a PT or BPN sample was at or below the mean (upper distri-
butions). In short, besides being better retained as sample stimuli,
the simple sounds were also stronger nonmatch distracters.
3.3.2. False alarm errors
For both animals, FA errors at position 3 were distributed
broadly across stimulus pairs, with fewer of the “hot spots” evident
in position 2 (compare Figs. 4B and 6B). Errors tended to be lowest
when both the sample and intervening nonmatch were of the
simple, synthetic categories (PT, FM, or BPN), conﬁrming that
retention of these stimuli is relatively robust even after an inter-
vening nonmatch.
3.4. False alarms and acoustic similarity
The tendency to make FA errors during auditory DMS may be
attributable to a level of acoustic similarity between the sample and
nonmatch that is sufﬁcient to exceed whatever internal threshold
the listener may have set for a “match” response. This acoustic-
similarity hypothesis leads to two predictions: ﬁrst, a higher rate
of FA errors would be expected for certain pairs of stimuli, as dem-
onstrated above (Fig. 4B). The frequency distributions of FA errors
illustrate the strong skew in the FA rate at position 2 (Fig. 7A, upper
panel; same data as in Fig. 4B), such that most stimulus pairs had
a very low FA rate, but a few pairs, which were frequently confused,
formed a long tail on the right. The FA rate was about threefold
higher at position 3 than at position 2 (Fig. 2C), and, whereas FA
errors at position 2 were common after only a restricted subset of
stimulus pairs, FA errors at position 3 were distributed more widely
across stimuli (Fig. 7A, lower panel; same data as in Fig. 4C).
3.4.1. Multilinear regression
The second prediction of the acoustic similarity hypothesis is
that FA errors will be more frequent for those pairs of sample/
nonmatch stimuli that share the attribute by which subjects are
determining a ‘match’ response. To test this, spectral and temporal
similarity were measured as the correlation of the frequency
spectra or temporal envelopes, respectively, of the two sounds in
each pair (see Methods, Section 2.6.2). The FA rate for each pair was
subjected to multiple linear regression using spectral and temporal
similarity as predictor variables. “Multiple” in the term above
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Fig. 6. Effect of the intervening nonmatch stimulus on miss and FA rates. (A) Distribution of miss errors at stimulus position 3 as a function of both the sample and the ﬁrst
nonmatch. Whereas confusion matrices for FA errors were symmetric in appearance (i.e., the order of presentation was irrelevant), miss errors were more common after pre-
sentation of a nonmatch consisting of a PT or BPN, suggesting that these were potent distracters regardless of the sample stimulus. Conventions the same as those in Fig. 4A. (B)
Distribution of FA errors at stimulus position 3 as a function of both the sample and the ﬁrst nonmatch (the intervening stimulus at position 2, to which the animal correctly
withheld responding). Mean trials per stimulus pair: 181 for monkey F, 62 for monkey S. Conventions the same as those in Fig. 4B.
B.H. Scott et al. / Hearing Research 298 (2013) 36e48 43indicates that both similarity metrics served as inputs to the model
and determined its predictive power (the R2 value, or proportion of
variance explained), and the relative contribution of each factor to
the ﬁt can be determined from its respective beta coefﬁcient and p-
value. At position 2 (Fig. 7B and upper portions of Fig. 7C), the only
stimulus pair that may be tested is the sample and ﬁrst nonmatch
stimulus (S and NM1, respectively; data were log-transformed to
approximate a normal distribution). At position 3, however, three
comparisons can be made (lower portions of Fig. 7C): The similarity
between: (i) the sample and NM1; (ii) the sample and NM2 (the
sound that elicited the FA); and (iii) NM1 and NM2.
For FA errors at position 2, the regression accounted for a sig-
niﬁcant portion of the variance in FA rates of both animals, thoughthe relationship was stronger in monkey F (R2 ¼ 0.34) than in
monkey S (R2 ¼ 0.12). Comparisons of the beta coefﬁcients and
their respective p-values for the spectral and temporal regressors
revealed that spectral similarity was the more powerful predictor
of FA errors (the effect of temporal similarity was nonsigniﬁcant
for monkey F and signiﬁcant but relatively weak for monkey S;
Table 1). To isolate which aspects of the spectrum may have been
relevant to the monkeys’ matching behavior, the multilinear
regression was run with the spectral centroid, BW, and HNR
serving as the independent variables (Table 2). Both monkeys
showed a strong effect of spectral centroid, but only monkey S
showed an equally strong effect of BW; HNR was relatively weak
for both.
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stimulus position 2 reﬂect the ﬁnding that a few sound pairs elicited FAs frequently, but most sound pairs did not (same data as Fig. 4B; see Section 3.2.2 for discussion of frequently-
confused sound pairs). (B) Scatter plots of FA rate at stimulus position 2 as a function of the spectral similarity (upper panel) and temporal similarity (lower panel) between all
possible sample/nonmatch pairs. Slopes of ﬁts from linear regression for spectral similarity are 1.9 and 1.5 for monkey F (in black) and S (in gray), respectively; and for temporal
similarity they are 0.2 and 0.3 for monkeys F and S, respectively. (For illustration, regression was performed individually for each predictor; these slopes are slightly different from
the beta values in Table 1, which were derived frommultiple linear regression using both predictors; see Section 2 for computation of spectral and temporal similarity.) (C) R2 values
frommultiple linear regression of FA rate and stimulus similarity for monkeys F and S (left and right panels, respectively). Each bracket links the pair of stimulus positions for which
FA rate was regressed against both spectral and temporal similarity; line weight represents the percent of the variance accounted for by the regression model (brackets in bold,
>25%, signiﬁcant; thin brackets, <25%, signiﬁcant; dashed brackets, nonsigniﬁcant).
B.H. Scott et al. / Hearing Research 298 (2013) 36e4844Interpretation of FA errors at position 3 is more complex. For
monkey F, FA rate was predicted equally well by the similarity of
NM2 to either the original sample or the immediately preceding
NM1 (R2 ¼ 0.27 and 0.26, respectively). The third comparison, be-
tween sample and NM1, explained about half as much of the var-
iance (R2 ¼ 0.13) as had the two other similarity measures. By
contrast, the FA rate for monkey S was predicted only by the simi-
larityofNM2 to the immediatelyprecedingNM1 (R2¼0.12, identical
to variance explained at stimulus position 2). Similarity of NM2 or
NM1 to the sample accounted for 3% of the variance in FA rate, at
a borderline level of signiﬁcance. As was the case at position 2,
spectral similaritywas the predominant factor inmost comparisons.For monkey F, the similarity in spectral centroid between the
nonmatch at position 2 and either of the preceding stimuli was
the strongest predictor of FA rate, whereas monkey S appeared
to employ similarity in BW between the nonmatch and sample as
well.
The regression analysis was repeated using several indices of
similarity derived from the rate and scalemeasurements (described
in Methods, Section 2.6.1). The effect of rate was nonsigniﬁcant in
all cases, and the effect of scale was inconsistent, but in no case did
the R2 value exceed 0.09. In short, these higher-level metrics could
not account for as much of the variance in FA rate as the simple
correlation with frequency spectra.
Table 1
Multiple linear regression of FA rate by acoustic similarity.
Subject R2 bspectral pspectral btemporal ptemporal
Position 2:
NM1 vs. sample
F 0.34 1.4 <104 n.s. 0.71
S 0.12 1.1 <104 0.6 0.002
Position 3:
NM1 vs. sample
F 0.13 0.09 <104 0.09 <104
S 0.02 0.06 0.008 n.s. 0.77
NM2 vs. sample
F 0.27 0.21 <104 n.s. 0.92
S 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.09 0.01
NM1 vs. NM2
F 0.26 0.21 <104 n.s. 0.07
S 0.12 0.15 <104 n.s. 0.77
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Regression of FA rate against spectral and temporal similarity
indicated that the former cue exerted a stronger inﬂuence on
matching behavior. However, because three of our seven stimulus
classes (PT, BPN, and FM) had essentially ﬂat envelopes, our mea-
sure of temporal similarity may suffer from a ceiling effect,
amplifying the apparent role of spectral similarity in matching
behavior. To test this, we repeated the multilinear regression
analysis at position 2 including only the subset of trials inwhich the
sample and ﬁrst non-match were both from the complex sound
categories (TORC, voc, mvoc, and env). In monkey F, the results
were substantially the same as those obtained from the full data
set, in that the beta coefﬁcient was signiﬁcant only for spectral
similarity (R2 ¼ 0.11; bspectral ¼ 0.55, p ¼ 0.002; btemporal ¼ n.s.,
p ¼ 0.72). In monkey S, spectral and temporal similarity both
contributed to the explained variance in FA rate (R2 ¼ 0.17;
bspectral ¼ 1.05, p ¼ 0.001; btemporal ¼ 1.24, p < 104).
3.4.3. Alternative test of the acoustic-similarity hypothesis
For an alternative test of the acoustic-similarity hypothesis, we
set a threshold for FA rates signiﬁcantly greater than chance and
then compared the acoustic similarity of stimulus pairs that
exceeded the threshold with those that did not. For each pair, a 95%
conﬁdence interval on the mean FA rate (across sessions) was
estimated by bootstrap resampling (N¼ 1000 samples). If the lower
bound of the conﬁdence interval for a given pair was greater than
the mean FA rate across all stimuli, the FA rate was considered to beTable 2
Multiple linear regression of FA rate by spectral similarity.
Subject R2 bcentroid pcentroid bBW pBW bharm pharm
Position 2:
NM1 vs sample
F 0.31 1.47 <104 0.41 0.002 0.56 <104
S 0.37 1.46 <104 1.49 <104 0.87 <104
Position 3:
NM1 vs. sample
F 0.21 n.s. 0.88 0.13 <104 0.15 <104
S 0.12 n.s. 0.97 0.07 0.009 0.13 <104
NM2 vs. sample
F 0.28 0.22 <104 0.05 0.04 0.11 <104
S 0.32 0.10 0.006 0.33 <104 0.16 <104
NM1 vs. NM2
F 0.47 0.30 <104 0.17 <104 0.09 <104
S 0.23 0.15 <104 n.s. 0.05 0.16 <104signiﬁcantly above chance. Acoustic similarity values for sound
pairs with an FA rate signiﬁcantly above chance were compared, as
a population, against the similarity values of those pairs with FA
rates indistinguishable from chance. For all comparisons in both
animals, spectral similarity of the sound pairs that yielded above-
chance FA rates was greater than the spectral similarity of the
pairs that yielded chance FA rates (Wilcoxon rank-sum test,
p < 104 in all cases; same four comparisons as those used for the
regressions in Table 1). The same comparisons for temporal simi-
larity were signiﬁcant in only one case (monkey S, at position 2,
NM1 vs. sample, p ¼ 0.006); all other p-values were >0.0125 (i.e.,
0.05 after Bonferroni correction for four comparisons; Monkey F,
NM1 vs. sample, p ¼ 0.55; NM2 vs. sample, p ¼ 0.88; NM2 vs. NM3,
p ¼ 0.40; Monkey S, NM2 vs. sample, p ¼ 0.13; NM1 vs. NM2,
p ¼ 0.04).
3.4.4. Behavioral validation of acoustic cues
The primacy of spectral over temporal cues in the monkeys’
matching performance was tested in a control task, which was
presented to monkey S only (monkey F was not available), by
manipulating the stimuli to preserve either spectral features or
temporal features, but not both (see Methods, Section 2.3). DI at
stimulus positions 2 and 3 dropped slightly with only spectral cues
available, but dropped much more sharply with only temporal cues
available, and in fact dropped to chance, i.e. below threshold, at
position 3 (Fig. 8; comparisons of spectral only vs. temporal only,
p< 104 byWilcoxon rank-sum test). The latter result suggests that
the temporal features of the sensory trace may be more susceptible
to interference than the spectral features and therefore less likely to
be used as a delayed matching cue. However, we cannot rule out
the possibility that the reliance on spectral cues was inﬂuenced by
the available information in our stimulus set (see Discussion, Sec-
tion 4.2).position 2 position 3
0.5
0.6
P
Stimulus Position
Fig. 8. Task performance using a modiﬁed set of stimuli that had either preserved
spectral cues but identical temporal envelopes (light gray bars) or preserved temporal
envelopes but identical spectra (dark gray bars). Data are from monkey S (monkey F
was not available for testing). The performance data for spectral cues only were
gathered in 18 sessions (10,416 trials), for temporal cues only, in 16 sessions (12,989
trials), and for both cues (i.e., unmodiﬁed stimuli) in 16 sessions (10,380 trials), the
latter sessions selected to include those closest in time to the sessions with the
modiﬁed stimuli. Data are shown as DI (mean þ SD) calculated separately for stimulus
positions 2 and 3. Dashed lines indicate threshold performance. All differences within
the same position are signiﬁcant at p < 104, except for the difference between original
and spectral cues only at position 3, which is signiﬁcant at p ¼ 0.02 (Wilcoxon rank-
sum test). Performance with temporal cues only at stimulus position 3 did not
exceed chance.
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We argued previously that the monkey’s poor performance on
auditory DMS reﬂects the absence of long-term memory in audi-
tion, and proposed that, in the auditory domain, nonhuman pri-
mates may be limited to sensory short-term memory (Scott et al.,
2012). Speciﬁcally, we hypothesized that the tonotopic organiza-
tion of the auditory system favors the retention of spectrally and
temporally simple stimuli, and that matching errors resulted pri-
marily from confusion due to spectral overlap between the sample
and nonmatch stimulus. The present results support this inter-
pretation, conﬁrming that performance was better for spectrally
and temporally simple stimuli, and that acoustic similarity, par-
ticularly in the spectral domain, can predict a signiﬁcant portion of
matching errors.
4.1. Effect of acoustic similarity
Auditory DMS performance has been reported to vary by sound
type under some experimental conditions, but averaging acoustic
measurements (modulation spectra and HNR) within categories
failed to explain the performance difference between categories
(Ng et al., 2009). We had moderate success explaining the variance
in performance due to the sample sounds by using a representation
that quantiﬁed both their spectral and temporal modulations
(Fig. 3; Chi et al., 2005; Joly et al., 2012). However, the more
revealing approachwas to apply acoustic similarity measures to the
two-way analysis of FA errors by sample/nonmatch pair (Figs. 4 and
7).
Correct performance on our serial auditory DMS task required (i)
retaining a short-term trace of the sample sound and (ii) comparing
each subsequent test sound (match or nonmatch) to that sensory
trace. The monkeys’ imperfect performance (even in response to
the very ﬁrst nonmatch stimulus) implies that the short-term
representation is imprecise and/or that the criterion applied by
the animals to identify a match was a liberal one, thereby accen-
tuating their bias towards FAs versus misses. The pattern of FA er-
rors across stimulus pairs was similar for the two monkeys (Fig. 4),
implying that they had similar response biases and employed
similar match criteria. False alarm rate at stimulus position 2 was
low formost sample/nonmatch pairs, withmuch higher FA rates for
a small subset of pairs; but FA rate at the third position (after one
intervening nonmatch) was much more widely distributed
(Fig. 7A). This suggests that the nonmatch stimulus disrupted the
short-term trace of the sample, effectively lowering the similarity
criterion at which monkeys indicated a match.
We were able to account for a signiﬁcant portion of the variance
in FA rate across sample/nonmatchpairs using very simplemetrics of
acoustic spectral and temporal similarity. At stimulus position 2,
where the nonmatch eliciting the FA followed immediately after the
sample, acoustic similarityaccounted for 34% and12%of the variance
in FA rate across stimulus pairs for monkeys F and S, respectively. At
stimulus position 3, the rule by which animals were rewarded (viz.,
respond to the test stimulus identical to the sample) would predict
that only similarity between the sample and second nonmatch
would inﬂuence the probability of an FA. Alternatively, a pure
“recency” effect would predict that similarity of the second non-
match to the ﬁrst nonmatch would also inﬂuence the probability of
an FA.Monkey F seems to exhibit effects of both the rule and recency,
inasmuch as this animal’s response to the third stimulus is predicted
equally well by similarity to either the sample or the ﬁrst nonmatch.
For monkey S, similarity between nonmatch 2 and nonmatch 1 ac-
counts for 12% of the variance (the same result that was obtained for
similarity between sample and nonmatch 1). However, similarity
between the sample and nonmatch 2 accounts for much less of thevariance; in effect, only similarity to the immediately preceding
stimulus inﬂuences FA rate, which suggests a particularly strong
effect of the intervening nonmatch in monkey S. For neither animal
do the data support the possibility that they utilized only the sam-
ple’s trace throughout the trial; rather, the data argue that their re-
sponses to a given test stimulus were based at least as much, if not
more, on the immediately preceding stimulus within the trial.
Similarity between the sample (position 1) and ﬁrst nonmatch
(position 2) exerted only a weak effect on performance at position
3. Formonkey F, this effect was about half as strong as the similarity
of the stimulus at position 3 to either preceding stimulus, and, in
monkey S, the inﬂuence was effectively absent. The effect in
monkey F, though weak, suggests that an intervening nonmatch
that was similar to the sample disrupted the trace of that sample
more than did a nonmatch that was dissimilar to the sample. This
effect has been demonstrated in human listeners for such acoustic
attributes as pitch (Deutsch, 1972) and timbre (Starr and Pitt, 1997)
andmay be due to overwriting by a stimulus that contains a feature
similar to one contained in the sample (Lewandowsky et al., 2009).
One prior study of auditory memory in rhesus monkeys (Gaffan
and Harrison, 1991) used a confusion-matrix analysis similar to
ours, with a similar outcome. In that study, the animals were
trained to associate each of six different acoustic stimuli e two
spoken words, and four simpler synthetic sounds ewith one of six
different visual stimuli. On each trial, 0.5 s after the offset of an
auditory stimulus, its correct visual associate was paired for choice
with an incorrect associate. Though the task thus differed sub-
stantially from ours, the pattern of errors was consistent with the
one we observed: performance was better for PT and FM stimuli
overall, and the most common confusion was between the two
words (i.e., the naturalistic stimuli). Apparently, the effect of
acoustic complexity applies not only to purely auditory DMS but to
cross-modal, auditory-to-visual DMS as well.
4.2. Acoustic features in pSTM
In most of the our analyses, only the spectral similarity between
stimuli was a signiﬁcant, albeit modest, factor in predicting error
rate, the effect of temporal similarity being much weaker or non-
signiﬁcant (Section 3.4.1; Table 1). The control experiment sup-
ported the conclusion that the monkeys relied more on spectral
cues, by demonstrating that their removal degraded behavior to
a greater degree than removal of temporal cues (Section 3.4.4;
Fig. 8). The spectral feature that best predictedmatching errors was
the centroid, which is effectively equivalent to the pitch of the
remembered sound. (Pitch, as estimated by Praat software, corre-
lated almost perfectly with the spectral centroid [R2 ¼ 0.98], but
was undeﬁned for 7 sounds that were broadband and noisy.) The
effect of bandwidthwas also strong inmonkey S, perhaps as a result
of a difference in training histories between the animals: monkey F
was naïve prior to training on DMS, but monkey S had been trained
to discriminate a tone sequence from white noise and other
broadband stimuli (Yin et al., 2008), a task for which bandwidth
could have been exploited as a cue and associated with reward.
However, both monkeys frequently confused PT and BPN stimuli of
the same center frequency, despite their obvious qualitative dif-
ferences to human listeners, implying that bandwidth was sec-
ondary to frequency or pitch in determining amatch. The confusion
of PT and broadband stimuli by rhesus monkeys in an operant task
has been noted in another recent study (Kusmierek et al., 2012).
The relative weighting of pitch, bandwidth, and harmonicity in
predicting performance varied not only between monkeys, but
between stimulus positions 2 and 3. This is consistent with differ-
ent features being maintained independently in pSTM, with the
strongest effect being attributable to a pitch-speciﬁc memory
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and Semal, 2007). A similar mechanism has been proposed to
exist in humans on the basis of behavioral studies suggesting that
different auditory attributes are represented separately in auditory
sensory memory, such as pitch and timbre (Semal and Demany,
1991) or pitch and loudness (Clement et al., 1999). The indepen-
dence of features in auditory sensory memory is also supported by
physiological studies of mismatch negativity (Nousak et al., 1996;
Caclin et al., 2006). In this regard, the pSTMmechanismwe propose
differs from working memory and long-term memory, which rely
on conﬁgural or item-based, rather than feature-based, represen-
tations. The failure of the spectrotemporal rate and scale metrics to
predict matching errors also aligns with the notion that pSTM ex-
ploits low-level features. For example, shifting the frequency of
a sound by an octave does not change the sound’s rate or scale,
metrics that capture high-level features, such as harmonic struc-
ture and envelope modulation averaged across absolute frequency.
The rate and scale metrics used here may be useful for exploring
categorical representations (e.g., how a given word can be recog-
nized regardless of the individual speaker), but these high-level
metrics were inferior to simpler, low-level features in predicting
pSTM performance (Results, Section 3.4).
The predominance of spectral similarity over temporal similarity
in delayed-matching behavior may reﬂect a general property of
auditory perception in monkeys, but we cannot rule out the possi-
bility that the design of our stimulus set inﬂuenced our subjects’
strategy. When regression analysis was applied only to those trials
in which both sample and nonmatch were complex (i.e., the subset
of sounds with substantial variation in their temporal envelopes),
monkey S showed an equal contribution of temporal and spectral
similarity to matching behavior (see Results, Section 3.4.2). (Inter-
estingly, the same monkey performed better than monkey F when
the samplewas a TORC stimulus,which are broad-band andmust be
distinguished by their temporal ﬂuctuation.) This suggests that the
monkeyadapted hismatching strategy to exploit the cues present in
the stimuli, which for the full set would favor the spectral dimen-
sion. For example, after the stimuli were modiﬁed to remove either
spectral or temporal information (see Sections 2.3, 3.4.4), 18 of 21
sounds retained distinct spectral proﬁles, but only 13 of 21 had
distinct temporal envelopes. If a subject in the standard taskwere to
attend to only one stimulus dimension, attending to the spectral
dimension would allow better performance than would attending
to the temporal dimension. In a similar vein, the short duration of
the stimuli (w300 ms) limits the presence of slow modulations,
possibly making temporal patterns the more difﬁcult ones to
extract. By contrast, spectral information can be extracted regard-
less of duration, andmay be the easier dimension inwhich to retain
and compare sounds (Scott et al., 2012). Future experiments would
beneﬁt from a careful balancing of putative acoustic features in the
stimulus set, so as not to bias behavior in favor of one domain.
That monkeys may favor spectral over temporal cues in both
auditory short-term memory and auditory discrimination was
suggested by earlier studies. Thus, when Cebus monkeys were
trained on an identity-matching paradigm at short delays, they
learned to discriminate a high tone from a low tone, but failed to do
so for a pulsed tone versus a static tone of the same frequency
(Colombo and D’Amato, 1986). It was later suggested that when
challenged with discriminating complex auditory patterns that
vary in multiple dimensions, monkeys may rely on local frequency
differences rather than patterns (Colombo et al., 1996, p. 4513,
citing D’Amato and Salmon, 1984; D’Amato and Colombo, 1988).
Even under more naturalistic conditions, frequency cues appear to
dominate auditory perception: manipulation of Japanese macaque
vocalizations revealed that amplitude modulation was of minor
importance in discriminating two variants of their ‘coo’ call, whichthe monkeys could not consistently categorize after FM was
removed (May et al., 1988). However, inasmuch as macaques have
been successfully trained to exploit purely temporal cues in audi-
tory delayed comparisons (Lemus et al., 2009), it is possible that
although monkeys may more readily exploit frequency cues, they
can adopt an alternative strategy if the stimulus set requires one. If,
as we suggested above (Results, Section 3.4.2), the sensory trace of
a rapidly ﬂuctuating temporal signal is fragile and highly suscep-
tible to retroactive interference, then reliance on frequency cues
may be the best strategy that nonhuman primates and perhaps all
vocal non-learners can use to compare auditory signals across
a delay.
4.3. Conclusions
As noted earlier, recent studies have suggested that, in the audi-
tory domain,monkeysmaypossess neither long-termmemory (Fritz
et al., 2005) nor evenworkingmemory (Scott et al., 2012), absence of
the latter being consistent with the view that WM depends on the
availability of representations stored in LTM. The residual, extremely
impoverished form of auditory memory that remains, i.e., pSTM,
stands in stark contrast to the monkey’s visual memory, which
consists of all three forms (pSTM, WM, and LTM). This marked
mnemonic difference may be reﬂected in an anatomical difference
between the monkey’s auditory and visual systems. Encoding and
storing the representations of stimulus items is known to depend on
sensory input to the rhinal cortices (Murray et al., 2007), and
whereas there is a dense projection to this division of the medial
temporal lobe from the inferior temporal visual cortex, the projec-
tion from the superior temporal auditory cortex is relatively sparse
(Munoz-Lopez et al., 2010; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994).
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